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We study the effects of disorder on unconventional superconductors in the presence of correlations, and
explore a novel correlated disorder paradigm dominated by strong deviations from standard Abrikosov-
Gor’kov theory due to generation of local bound states and cooperative impurity behavior driven by
Coulomb interactions. Specifically we explain under which circumstances magnetic disorder acts as a
strong poison destroying high-Tc superconductivity at the sub-1% level, and when nonmagnetic disorder,
counterintuitively, hardly affects the unconventional superconducting state while concomitantly inducing
an inhomogeneous full-volume magnetic phase. Recent experimental studies of Fe-based superconductors
have discovered that such unusual disorder behavior seems to be indeed present in those systems.
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The study of disorder effects in the presence of electronic
interactions currently constitutes a very active line of
research. For unconventional superconductors this is moti-
vated largely by the fact that these systems are made
superconducting by “chemical disordering” (charge dop-
ing), but also boosted by controversies of the correct
microscopic model, and a rapid development of local
experimental probes [1–3]. Focusing on multiband Fe-
based superconductors (FeSC), disorder studies have
proven exceptionally rich and strongly material dependent
[4]. Scanning tunneling spectroscopy found a plethora of
exotic atomic-sized impurity-generated states [5–8], NMR
and neutrons observed evidence of glassy magnetic behav-
ior [9,10], and μSR discovered magnetic phases generated
by nonmagnetic disorder [11,12]. The origin and nature of
the resulting inhomogeneous phases and their properties in
terms of thermodynamics and transport constitute an
important open problem in the field.
Here, we present a theoretical study of correlation-driven

emergent impurity behavior of both magnetic and non-
magnetic disorder in unconventional multiband supercon-
ductors [13–18]. For the case of magnetic disorder, we find
that correlations antiscreen the bare impurity potential, and
significantly enhance interimpurity Ruderman-Kittel-
Kasuya-Yosida (RKKY) interactions by inducing nonlocal
long-range magnetic order which operates as an additional
competitor to superconductivity. This results in aggressive
Tc-suppression rates where superconductivity is wiped out
by sub-1% concentrations of disorder well beyond the
behavior obtained within Abrikosov-Gor’kov (AG) theory
[19–21]. By contrast, for weak nonmagnetic disorder the
correlated unconventional superconducting state is largely
immune to disorder, in agreement with earlier one-band
studies, finding that correlations enhance the screening of
disorder potentials and thereby reduce pair-breaking
and scattering rates compared to the noninteracting case
[22–27]. As we show, however, in the current multiband

case, additional impurity-generated bound states play an
important role in supporting Tc. This resilience to non-
magnetic disorder is remarkable since favorable clusters of
impurities locally pin magnetic order, eventually causing a
volume-full inhomogeneous magnetic state which coexists
with superconductivity. These theoretical results are in
excellent agreement with extensive experimental studies of
Mn- and Ru-substituted 1111 FeSCs.
Model.—Interactions are included by the standard multi-

orbital Hubbard term [28,29]

Hint ¼ U
X
i;μ

n̂iμ↑n̂iμ↓ þ
�
U0 −

J
2

� X
i;μ<ν;σσ0

n̂iμσn̂iνσ0

− 2J
X
i;μ<ν

~Siμ · ~Siν þ J0
X

i;μ<ν;σ

ĉ†iμσ ĉ
†
iμσ ĉiνσ ĉiνσ; ð1Þ

where μ, ν are orbital indices, i denotes lattice sites, and σ is
the spin. The interaction includes intraorbital (interorbital)
repulsion U (U0), the Hund’s coupling J, and the pair
hopping energy J0. We assume U0 ¼ U − 2J and J0 ¼ J
and fix J ¼ U=4. Nonmagnetic and magnetic disorder
give rise to the terms Himp ¼

P
fi�gμσVμĉ

†
i�μσĉi�μσ and

Himp ¼ I
P

fi�gμσσSμĉ
†
i�μσ ĉi�μσ, respectively. Here Vμ (Sμ)

denotes the impurity potential (magnetic moment) in orbital
μ at the disorder sites given by the set fi�g coupled to the
charge (spin) density of the itinerant electrons. We focus on
FeSC and use a five-band model

H0 ¼
X
ij;μν;σ

tμνij ĉ
†
iμσ ĉjνσ − μ0

X
iμσ

n̂iμσ; ð2Þ

with tight-binding parameters appropriate for 1111 pnic-
tides [30]. The model H0 þHint exhibits a transition to a
bulk (π, 0) spin density wave phase at a critical value
Uc ¼ 0.89 eV. We parametrize the interactions in terms of
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u ¼ U=Uc, and operate in the regime u < 1. Super-
conductivity is included byHBCS ¼ −

P
i≠j;μν½Δμν

ij ĉ
†
iμ↑ĉ

†
jν↓þ

H:c:�, with Δμν
ij ¼ P

αβΓ
βν
μαðrijÞhĉjβ↓ĉiα↑i being the super-

conducting order parameter, and Γβν
μαðrijÞ denoting the

Fourier transform of the effective pairing vertex [17]. In
agreement with a general s� pairing state in FeSC, we
include next-nearest neighbor (NNN) intraorbital pairing.
For further computational details and parameter depend-
ence, we refer to the Supplementary Material (SM) [31].
Magnetic disorder.—The study of magnetic disorder is

motivated largely by the following experimental facts
summarized in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b): In optimally doped
(OD) LaFeAsO1−xFx (La-1111) with Tc ∼ 30 K a mere
∼0.2% magnetic Mn ions is enough to destroy the super-
conducting state [41]. This extreme destruction rate of bulk
superconductivity has been recently dubbed “the poisoning
effect” [42]. Interestingly, immediately beyond ∼0.2%, the
same minute amount of Mn ions generate a static magnetic
phase with full volume fraction and sizable magnetic
transition temperature Tm defined as the highest T with
a 50% magnetic volume fraction as seen by μSR. Recently
it was found that this magnetic phase is (π, 0) ordered with
a concomitant orthorhombic structural transition similar
to the undoped system [43]. By contrast, for OD
SmFeAsO1−xFx (Sm-1111), the corresponding Tc-suppres-
sion rate is much slower with ∼8% of Mn required to
destroy superconductivity [44] [Fig. 1(b)].
Figure 2(a) shows the suppression of Tc as a function of

magnetic impurity concentration obtained within our
model. Without correlations (u ¼ 0) the Tc suppression

follows the curve expected from AG theory. The main
result of Fig. 2(a) is the much faster Tc-suppression rate
when including Coulomb interactions. The origin of this
strongly modified suppression rate, which appears at odds
with the expectation that correlations screen disorder and
limit their damaging effect [22–24,26,27], has contribu-
tions from both the local scale (immediate vicinity of the
impurity sites) and nonlocal scale (interimpurity regions).
This is because magnetic impurity moments induce spin
polarizations of the surrounding itinerant electrons miμ,
which renormalize the exchange coupling such that
~Himp ¼ ~I

P
iμσ σ ~Siμĉ

†
iμσ ĉiμσ , where

~I ~Siμ ¼
�
ISμδii� −

1

2

�
Umiμ þ J

X
ν≠μ

miν

��

≡ ½ISμδii� þ Iindsiμ� ð3Þ

is the emergent extended magnetic impurity potential (see
Supplemental Material [31] for more details) generated by
the induced part, Iindsiμ. Note that in order to compare the
role of correlations in systems with the same Tc in Fig. 2(a),
we have used a U-independent pairing vertex.
Focusing first on the local part of the effective potential,

a line cut of the induced magnetic potential Iindsiμ through a
single impurity as a function of u is shown in Fig 3(a). As
seen, the extent and amplitude of the resulting magnetic
puddle grows significantly with u, and results in a real-
space structure illustrated in Fig. 3(b). The renormalized
magnetic potential ~I ~Siμ is significantly enhanced at the
impurity site, even exceeding the bare value ISμ at
large u, and exhibits sizable antiparallel neighbors.
Superconductivity is strongly affected by the additional
pair-breaking caused by the enhanced local magnetic
potentials, and therefore the suppression of the

FIG. 1. Experimentally obtained superconducting Tc and
magnetic Tm transition temperatures in OD La-1111 (a),(c)
and Sm-1111 (b),(d) vs magnetic disorder (a),(b) and non-
magnetic disorder (c),(d). The data were adapted from
Refs. [11,12,41,42,44].

FIG. 2. Superconducting critical temperature Tc vs magnetic
(a) and nonmagnetic (b) impurity concentrations. (a) Effect of
electronic correlations on Tc=T0

c (T0
c ¼ 3.6 meV), compare

u ¼ 0 and u ¼ 0.97, for a case with orbital independent impu-
rities modeled by ISμ ¼ 0.38 eV. The u ¼ 0 curve agrees with
standard AG theory (gray stars). (b) Tc (red squares) and
magnetic critical temperature Tm (green triangles) induced by
nonmagnetic disorder. Dashed curve in (b) shows Tc for the clean
system T0

c where only a band-widening effect has been included
(i.e. no disorder) as discussed in the main text.
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(bond-averaged, see Supplemental Material [31]) order
parameter Δi increases accordingly, as shown in Fig. 3(c).
This enhanced local pair-breaking is not, however, the only
reason for the enhanced Tc-suppression rate, which also
includes a cooperative (nonlocal) multi-impurity effect.
Indeed, when multiple impurities are included, the

correlations among their moments become crucial for
lowering the free energy. Specifically, the spin polarized
clouds around the impurities prefer to constructively
interfere, thereby generating a quasi-long-range ordered
magnetic state. [45] The interimpurity regions acquire a
resulting finite magnetization due to this enhanced RKKY-
like interaction between the impurities. Figures 3(e)
and 3(f) compare directly the case in point with 0.55%
uncorrelated disorder (u ¼ 0) vs the correlated situation

(u ¼ 0.97), respectively. In addition to the local effect
discussed above, the system develops (π, 0) long-range
order magnetization (see also Supplemental Material [31])
in agreement with experiments [43], constituting the addi-
tional nonlocal competitor to superconductivity. We show
in Fig. 3(d) a plot of these two separate (local vs nonlocal)
effects on the suppression of Δi. The blue surface is the
self-consistent solution of Δi of the u ¼ 0 system shown in
Fig. 3(e). As seen, Δi is hardly affected by the bare
magnetic potentials, and this is reflected in the correspond-
ingly low Tc suppression of Fig. 2(a). The green surface of
Fig. 3(d) shows Δi including the renormalized local
potentials, cf. Fig. 3(b). As seen, only when the nonlocal
magnetic order is also included, superconductivity is
completely wiped out [orange surface in Fig. 3(d)], explain-
ing the aggressive sub-1% Tc suppression rate shown in
Fig. 2(a). In the Supplemental Material [31] we discuss the
origin of the different Tc-suppression rate in OD Sm-1111,
and show that a critical concentration of 8% magnetic
disorder in that system is consistent with our modeling.
Nonmagnetic disorder.—The study of nonmagnetic dis-

order is also motivated by a set of puzzling experimental
findings from FeSCs summarized in Figs. 1(c) and 1(d),
which compare the effect on Tc and Tm of Ru ions
substituting for Fe in OD La-1111 and Sm-1111
[11,12,46]. Ru is isovalent to Fe, and therefore expected
to be a source of weak disorder, consistent with the huge
amount of ∼60% of Ru required to suppress Tc, as seen in
Fig. 1(c). An unexpected magnetic phase is induced at
intermediate values of Ru content x, centered roughly
around x ¼ 0.25, and existing only at a finite span Δx
of disorder as seen in Fig. 1(d). The magnetic phase is most
pronounced with largest Δx and highest Tm in Sm-1111
and only marginally present in La-1111, even though this
displays the poisoning effect and should be more correlated
than Sm-1111. Finally we point out the counterintuitive
leveling-off of the Tc-suppression rate concomitant with
the value of Ru content xc where magnetic order sets in, as
seen most clearly in the case of Sm-1111 in Fig. 1(d).
In order to capture correctly the effects of large composi-

tional-changing amounts of Ru substitution, it is imperative
to include the effect of Ru on the band structure itself. Our
first-principles calculations show that the bandwidth
roughly doubles with Ru content going from x ¼ 0 to
x ¼ 1 in both LaFe1−xRuxAsO and SmFe1−xRuxAsO (see
Supplemental Material [31] for details). This band-widen-
ing effect is accounted for by a renormalization of the
hopping amplitudes tμνij → ð1þ xÞtμνij in Eq. (2), which
changes Tc of the clean case as shown by the dashed curve
in Fig. 2(b). For concreteness, we focus initially on a case
with correlations of intermediate strength, u ¼ 0.7, since
this seems relevant for, e.g., Sm-1111 which exhibits the
most pronounced disorder-induced magnetic phase as
shown in Fig. 1(d). Consistent with first-principles calcu-
lations, [47] we model the random collection of

FIG. 3. (a) Induced magnetic potential, Iindsiμ, along a cut
through a magnetic impurity and as a function of u. Correlations
renormalize local magnetic potentials as shown in (b) where the
orange (blue) arrows show the induced (bare) parts for u ¼ 0.97.
(c) Local suppression of Δiμ relative to its value in the clean
system Δ0

μ vs u. (d) Real-space map of Δiμ=Δ0
μ in the presence of

0.55% magnetic disorder. The blue surface shows the suppression
from only the bare moments, i.e. u ¼ 0, but self-consistently
obtained gaps beyond AG theory. Including the local correlation-
enhanced magnetic moments leads to the green surface, and only
by including both local and nonlocal effects is superconductivity
fully destroyed (orange). (e),(f) Real-space maps of the 0.55%
(e) bare ISμ and (f) induced magnetic potential Iindsiμ for
u ¼ 0.97. For all results in this figure, the bare moments are
the ones used in Fig. 2 and μ ¼ dxz orbital.
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nonmagnetic Ru ions by a set of weak pointlike scatterers
with Vμ ¼ 0.03 eV on all orbitals but allow for a phe-
nomenological tuning of the potential on the d3z2−r2 orbital
potential (Vd

3z2−r2
¼ 0.7 eV). The latter is required to

generate local near-Fermi level LDOS enhancements and
concomitant local magnetism for the particular band
utilized in this work [30].
Figure 2(b) shows the resulting critical temperatures Tc

and Tm as a function of x. As seen, in addition to a much
slower Tc-suppression rate as compared to Fig. 2(a), a
magnetic phase centered around x ∼ 25% is generated
above a certain concentration xc of Ru ions. As a function
of x, Tc exhibits an initial drop, but, interestingly, the
induction of the magnetic phase does not enhance the
Tc-suppression rate as expected from naive competitive
considerations, but rather seems to further stabilize super-
conductivity. The origin for these unconventional disorder
effects arise from the emergence of favorable impurity
clusters highlighted in Fig. 4(a), which lead to substantial
local density of states (LDOS) enhancements of the d3z2−r2
orbital shown in Fig. 4(b). This drives both (i) an induced
magnetization as seen from Fig. 4(d) [17,48,49], and (ii) an
associated enhancement of the superconducting order
parameter Δid

3z2−r2
shown in Fig. 4(f). Through interorbital

couplings the boost of Δid
3z2−r2

near the dimers is enough to

cause the support for the entire superconducting condensate
evident in Fig. 2(b) at intermediate disorder content Δx,
where the enhanced pairing overcompensates the pair-
breaking effect of both the disorder and the induced
magnetic phase. Interestingly, enhanced pairing from non-
magnetic disorder (As vacancies) was discussed previously
for 1111 systems [50,51].
The dimer-induced LDOS enhancement mechanism

naturally explains the increase of Tm starting at intermedi-
ate values of impurity concentration xc ∼ 10%, since no
favorable impurity clusters are present below xc. As x
increases, more dimerlike structures with high LDOS form,
and the system eventually acquires a large enough magnetic
volume fraction to support a nonzero Tm. Specifically, Tm
is defined identically to the experimental μSR definition by
the highest T exhibiting a 50% magnetic volume fraction
(see Supplemental Material [31] for details). A site is
defined to contribute to the volume fraction if its internal
dipolar local field exceeds j0.5j mT [11,12]. In the case of
15% disorder discussed in Fig. 4 we find a nearly saturated
volume fraction as shown in Fig. 4(c), in agreement with
experiments [11,12]. From Fig. 4(e), showing the dimer
concentration as a function of x, one expects a max Tm near
x ∼ 40%. However, the band-widening effect W →
ð1þ xÞW lowers the effective Coulomb correlations, and
pushes the magnetic dome to lower x. Thus, the position of
the induced magnetic dome is a compromise between the
dimer-enhanced LDOS and the weakening of correlations
due to band widening. The resulting x dependence of

both Tc and Tm seen in Fig. 2(b) appears in excellent
overall agreement with the experimental results shown in
Fig. 1(d). A likely explanation why the more correlated
La-1111 system exhibits a smaller induced magnetic
phase (compared to Sm-1111) is that larger correlations
also act to more effectively screen the nonmagnetic dis-
order as explained in detail in the Supplemental
Material [31].
We stress that the unusual disorder effects discussed in

this work are not a peculiarity of certain FeSC materials,

FIG. 4. (a) Positions of a random set of 15% nonmagnetic
disorder. The red tiles highlight favorable dimerlike arrange-
ments, defined by all the impurity sites with an occupied NNN
site but not more than one occupied NN site. (b) Real-space map
of the LDOS of the d3z2−r2 orbital at T > Tc at the Fermi level.
(c) Local dipolar field BðrÞ ¼ P

iðmi=jrij3Þ (ri is the distance
between the muon site r and the moment position mi of the
itinerant electrons) with orange (blue) color indicating regions
with field strength larger (smaller) than 0.5 mT (−0.5 mT).
(d) Real-space map of the dimer-induced magnetization of the
d3z2−r2 orbital. (e) Average dimer concentration (blue dots) and
the bandwidth renormalization parameter 1=ð1þ xÞ (orange
circles) as a function of disorder concentration x. (f) Super-
conducting order parameter of the d3z2−r2 orbital Δid

3z2−r2
=Δ0

d
3z2−r2

relative to its value in the clean system. For all results in this
figure, Vd

3z2−r2
¼ 0.7 eV and μ ¼ d3z2−r2 orbital.
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but general effects expected to exist in multiband correlated
superconductors. For other materials close to a magnetic
instability magnetic disorder should exhibit a similar
aggressive Tc-suppression rate. Likewise, when nonmag-
netic disorder leads to large enough LDOS enhancements
of orbitals that do not dominate the spectral weight near the
Fermi level, a disorder-induced coexistence phase of
magnetism and superconductivity is expected to occur.
Importantly, our findings also serve as a warning to draw
strong conclusions about the pairing symmetry based on
Tc-suppression rates of unconventional correlated systems
without detailed theoretical modeling beyond conventional
AG theory.
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